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"In painting Las Meninas, I got a surprise--a gift.
The first stroke was wetter than I had meant it.
When the brush hit the canvas, a different 'voice'
spoke."

-Robert Stanley, Las Meninas
Painted Then and Now
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Who was Francis Hopkinson?
Born October 2nd, 1737 in
Philadelphia, Francis Hopkinson
was a music composer, poet, and
Founding Father of the United
States of America. After receiving
his education at the University of
Pennsylvania, he pursued a career in
law and became a judge later in his
life. In 1768, he was elected to the
American Philosophical Society. He
married Ann Borden that same year and the two would eventually
raise five children. Francis Hopkinson was the first well-known
classical music composer on the North American continent,
composing his first piece in 1759. Hopkinson would go on to write
magnificent works, including "The Toast," "My Days Have Been
So Wondrous Free," and "The Temple of Minerva." Hopkinson
also assisted in designing the earliest American flag. He is a true
American intellectual and artist. It is an honor to name our
publication after him.
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Waiting for God

on Tarkovsky’s Andrei Rublev (1966)
Emina Melonic
The current world is plagued by anxiety and alienation and makes little room for perennial thoughts and spiritual
reflection. It is difficult for us, as human beings, to think that there is nothing beyond the immediate moment that
is in front of us, and the culture of death that has flatly and darkly imposed itself into the public and private
spheres certainly wants us to doubt the significance of the sacred. The opposition of all things perennial and
sacred perpetuated by today’s culture inevitably uplift the heart.
Though one could be forgiven for associating such crises exclusively to the present era, such questions were not
wholly foreign to the Russian director, Andrei Tarkovsky (1932-1986), who was known for making films of
supreme beauty and intellect that illuminated human struggles of faith and man’s search for meaning in life.
Tarkovsky had a keen sense of what makes us human, and what can turn us into a beast or a false god. His second
major film, Andrei Rublev (1966), explores the nature of good and evil, through the lens of the famous Russian
medieval icon painter, Andrei Rublev (circa 1360-1430).
The film is loosely based on the biography of Rublev. Since there is little known about him, however, it is his
icons that still survive. This is something that intrigued Tarkovsky and more than this being a straight-forward
biopic, it is a philosophical and theological epic through the violent history of Russia, and the artist's struggles to
bring the creation into the world. How and why is he creating? What is his relationship to the people? What is his
relationship to art itself? Most importantly, what is his relationship to God? How can he retain his faith in the
midst of the great evil that surrounds him?
Andrei Rublev is divided into eight parts that consist of various
characters and their journeys through the war-ravaged medieval
Russia. It is a time of extreme political volatility and Tatar
invasions. Russia is still fighting the spiritual battle between Slavic
pagans and Russian Christian Orthodoxy, as it’s trying to find the
most expressive and authentic cultural identity.

"The Trinity" is one of Andrei Rublev's most cherished works

The film’s prologue remains a mysterious inclusion. It involves a
man on what appears to be some version of the hot air balloon,
who is flying over the town, mountains, and church. He laughs
madly because it seems that his experiment has worked. He has
accomplished an imaginable task because human beings aren’t
designed to fly. All the work and dreams of this mad fool in the
balloon comes literally crashing down, as his life dramatically and
tragically ends. Yet, Tarkovsky seems to imply that the mad fool
in the balloon has reached happiness and perhaps even, a
vindication any innovator requires. Perhaps it is precisely the

madness of an inventor who sees the world through almost alien eyes that lives on.
Despite the fact that Tarkovsky’s film bears the title Andrei Rublev, the famous icon painter is not necessarily the
sole focus of the film. In some parts or “chapters,” Andrei (Anatoly Solonitsyn) is not even seen, yet the essence of
the artist’s struggle remains present even in his visual absence. Nor is Andrei the only monk that is journeying
toward Moscow, looking to paint icons in various churches and monasteries. Accompanying Andrei is Daniil
(Nikolai Grinko) and Kirill (Ivan Lapikov). All three men exhibit different psychological and artistic characteristics,
as well as spiritual disposition. Andrei is contemplative, inward, and constantly observing the world around him.
Daniil is kind and despite his talent as a painter, he doesn’t have many worldly desires. This couldn’t be further
from the truth in the case of Kirill who deep down knows he is a talentless hack but he desires prominence and
fame.
The trio is separated when Theophanes the Greek–the renowned and respected icon painter–invites none other than
Andrei to assist him in painting a cathedral. Daniil is initially angry but shortly after reveals that he wishes nothing
but goodness and peace for Andrei. Kirill, on the other hand, is filled with rage that Theophanes the Greek did not
choose him. He leaves the monastery and rejoins the secular world, becoming just a shadow of his former self.
Throughout most of the film, Andrei is hesitant to enact his talent and fully create. We witness an amazing struggle
of one man trying to find his own voice in the loud cacophony of various authorities and hordes of Tatars. He is
unsure of his own talent but sometimes this natural uncertainty comes off as stubbornness. This, too, however, is
one of the characteristics of an artist. In order to find that authentic voice, he must forge his own way through the
muddy and merciless landscape of others’ impositions and meaningless drivel.
It is as if Andrei is going through a spiritual purgation, or climbing the spiritual ladder of ascent. Every encounter
he has becomes a personal challenge, be it other monks, apprentices, or pagans. Yet Tarkovsky does not present a
modernist tale of one man. Andrei’s life as an icon painter is always seen in relation to the rest of the world and
history itself. In other words, he is not creating simply because he has an inkling or a mood to swirl some paint
around. Rather, Tarkovsky’s vision of who Andrei Rublev might have been becomes also a powerful meditation on
the meaning of art in violent times.
Andrei’s tension and anger morphs into a complete silence after he witnesses the raid of the Tatars during which
they burn down the village and the church, kill men, and rape women. Almost everyone is dead, and as Andrei
arises from the burned down church in which the very notion of the sacred has been assaulted, he imagines a
conversation with Theophanes the Greek. He’s not sure why he should paint at all. The world is in such turmoil that
it seems useless to paint icons. But Theophanes tells him that to not accept God’s gift and enact it is a sin against
God.
Why should an artist create in turbulent times? Tarkovsky had much to say about that, and he certainly experienced
it himself. While filming Andrei Rublev, he had to deal with the Soviet authorities who were trying to control the
outcome of the film. Tarkovsky began filming in 1964, and according to the film critic, J. Hoberman, “when Rublev
was finally completed in July 1966, the state film agency demanded extensive cuts. The film was too negative, too
harsh, too experimental, too frightening, too filled with nudity, and too politically complicated to be released–
especially on the eve of the Russian Revolution’s fiftieth anniversary.”
Tarkovsky granted some cuts, but after the authorities demanded more, he pushed back, defending his creation. This

required courage on Tarkovsky’s part but one suspects that he wouldn’t have it any other way. In fact, he once noted
that “some sort of pressure must exist; the artist exists because the world is not perfect. Art would be useless if the
world were perfect, as man wouldn’t look for harmony but would simply live in it. Art is born out of an ill-designed
world.”
Given this, we can conclude that, for Tarkovsky, to be an artist is to have courage to be in the first place. One cannot
exist outside of the world, creating “art” that is entirely divorced from earthly human experience, yet an artist also
has a moral responsibility to elevate man, to illuminate the existential points that enable us to become more human.
This means that, for Tarkovsky, the essence of cinema is an encounter. What matters are relationships between
human beings, and man’s struggle to reach out to God, and it is precisely because of this that makes Tarkovsky a
dialogic filmmaker. As he writes in his book, Sculpting in Time, “Juxtaposing a person with an environment that is
boundless, collating him with a countless number of people passing by close to him and far away, relating a person
to the whole world: that is the meaning of cinema” (66).
As much as he “sculpts” his films, Tarkovsky never places ideology into art. There is no “preaching” of any kind
because not only is ideology boring, it also takes away the freedom that both an artist and a character inherently
have. They are sovereign selves, and such a theme runs throughout Andrei Rublev. There is always something that is
entirely irreducible about being human. Evil cannot erase that dignity, and Tarkovsky’s film is gently leading us into
the direction of the mystery of being.
Pope John Paul II, known for his personalist philosophy, noted, in his 1993 essay, “Subjectivity and the Irreducible
in the Human Being,” that “the experience of the human being cannot be derived by way of cosmological reduction;
we must pause at the irreducible, at that which is unique and unrepeatable in each human being, by virtue of which
he or she is not just a particular human being—an individual of a certain species—but a personal subject. Only then
do we get a true and complete picture of the human being.”
Although Tarkovsky made Andrei Rublev long before these written words of John Paul II, we could say that it is
exactly such an approach to humanity that characterizes Tarkovsky’s work. Every person is seen for who they are, be
they good or evil. The question in Andrei Rublev also becomes whether people can be redeemed. Is the world
damned any way we look at it? Obviously not because Andrei goes on to paint.
All of this requires a sense of human embodiment, which is born out of our sense of time. Tarkovsky notes that
“time is a condition for the existence of our ‘I’. It is like a kind of culture medium that is destroyed when it is no
longer needed, once the links are severed between the individual personality and conditions of existence…Time is
necessary to man, so that, made flesh, he may be able to realize himself as a personality. But I am not thinking of
linear time…what I am considering is the cause which makes man incarnate in a moral sense.”
For Andrei, our hero for all times, this moral responsibility translates into aesthetic responsibility. He has an
obligation to paint because maybe the “world will be saved by beauty,” and most of all, as Theophanes the Greek has
reminded him, it is a sin against God to not answer the call of one’s vocation. Tarkovsky was not particularly a
religious person but he took his vocation as a filmmaker very seriously. It was a spiritual and intellectual experience
that both created and diminished personal freedom. But it is in this tension that the essence of being human lies.
In the film, Andrei is never seen actually painting an icon. He is reflecting, talking, being silent, and observing.

Andrei serves as a witness to the world and events that
are unfolding before his eyes, something which he has
no control over. This witnessing will become an
enactment of his vocation as an icon painter. Is
everything that is created a “mere breath” as
Ecclesiastes tells us? Perhaps. In one of the scenes,
Andrei’s assistant is washing the paint brushes in a
nearby river. The pain falls off in tiny pieces, one by
one, until they become one with the water, until they
disappear. Yet their essence remains because it was
physically present.
The same, of course, can be said about Andrei Rublev’s
icons. Tarkovsky’s film is black and white, and it is
only at the end of the film, as we wait for the
appearance of the sacred, of something that might save
us, that we see Rublev’s real icons in color. For the
duration of the film (little over three hours), we have
been ascending the spiritual ladder. The final moment is
the vision of Rublev’s creation, which stands above evil
and darkness that we have seen in the film. This is what
endures. Reflecting on the meaning of one of Rublev’s
most famous icons–The Holy Trinity–Tarkovsky wrote

A Russian stamp of Andrei Tarkovsky

that “the ‘Trinity’ has gone on living through the centuries: it was alive then, and is so now, and it is a link
between the people of that century and this…we can turn to the human, spiritual meaning of the ‘Trinity’ which
is alive and understandable…”
The essence of cinema is relationality but not merely cinematic. We relate to it decades after it was made, long
after the artist’s death. The images that Tarkovsky has created have endured, and much like Andrei Rublev’s
icons, Tarkovsky’s visions of the sacred continue to shape our moral and aesthetic reality.

Further reading:
-Tarkovsky, Andrey. Sculpting in Time. Translated by Kitty Hunter-Blair. Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1989.
-Wojtyła, Karol. “Subjectivity and the Irreducible in the Human Person,” in Person and Community: Selected
Essays. Translated by Teresa Sandok, OSM. Peter Lang, Inc., 2008.

Platonic Forms & Music

“Miñiques” as a Case Study in Composition
J. Edward Britton
Music is a craft, and the music composer’s ultimate wish is to mimic the Divine Craftsman–the God who
crafted reality into being. The rise of post-modern styles and avant-garde techniques has divorced artistry from
craft in such a way that all uniqueness and relatability is lost. No longer is music tethered to The Good, the
True, and the Beautiful or any higher intelligibility from which all things have their source. Instead,
participation is reliant solely on the subject in question, (the people viewing the craft through the lens of
opinion). Pure subjectivity robs the piece of its relatability, since the music achieves no higher end. However,
when artists rely on form and symmetry to pursue their craft, beauty and relatability are sufficiently preserved.
My own personal experience as a composer has brought me the realization that an understanding of the
philosopher, Plato, and his Theory of Forms may prove useful as a tool for preserving Truth, Goodness, and
Beauty. This is because Platonism, through its transcendent theology, attempts to point toward a higher
objective rather than a subjective, personal end. A Platonic understanding of musical craftsmanship is therefore
necessary in order to satisfy the deepest emotional desires of listeners and performers. After all, audiences can
only be touched by a work if it truly means something, and to ascribe objective meaning onto a piece of art
which requires little to no craftsmanship would be an impossible task.
Beauty and goodness don’t discriminate based on genre. Therefore, the importance of craft is also essential for
the education of modern jazz composers. To illustrate this point, I’ll be discussing a big band composition of
mine written in 2021 entitled, “Miñiques,” named after the Chilean volcano found in the arid heights of the
Atacama desert. In examining my piece, I wish to analyze the manner in which I specifically craft my music
and how I derive my framework from Plato’s Theory of Forms. The theology and philosophy of Plato has
shaped my life to such a degree that separating Platonism from my musical craft would result in something
entirely unrecognizable to those who are familiar with my style. I hope that, in making this connection evident,
other composers in the jazz idiom can follow suit and allow the Theory of Forms to inspire the Divine
Craftsman within themselves.

Plato’s Theory of Forms and The Beauty of Art
As stated earlier, the purpose of art is to mimic the Divine Craftsman. Plato believed that art entailed
manifesting the physical embodiment of an ideal form of beauty. Such “ideal forms” can only truly exist in
higher reality, whereas the art that we see simply reminds us of the actual thing we’re already cognizant of.1
Despite the imperfection of the art we create, the observers are moved by works of art because they remind
them of the source of all creation–the divine mind of God. This means that art is objective in the sense that it
always relates to an object (form) existent in the Divine Mind. This is proven to be the case when one examines
the distinctness between objects. If the Theory of Forms is false, no object would be distinct from another since
physical objects require ideal forms to serve as the benchmark for comparability.
It is unfortunate, then, that rather than pursuing new means of participating in the eternal, pre-eminent Beauty,
many young artists and self-identified postmodernists rebel against established norms. Even in the context of

artistry, postmodernism is more of a political movement than anything else. This deconstruction of traditional
artistic ideals as a singular aim destroys the original teleological end of artistry. In music, this cultural tendency is
alive and well. The self-proclaimed music composer and leading cultural deconstructionists of the 20th century,
Pierre Boulez, believed that the past ought to be not only forgotten, but destroyed.2 Likewise, jazz composers fell
prey to postmodern standards as well. Ornette Coleman’s album, Free Jazz falls short of continuing the true spirit
of jazz composition. The sole purpose of the album is to “liberate” jazz music from the shackles of constraint,
whether it be chord progressions, consistent harmony, or discernable meter. By doing this, Coleman removes the
art of “composing: from its inherent purpose. The entire album consists of a lineup of legendary jazz musicians
attempting to create pure chaos, where energy and deviation from structure are the primary goals. Respect is
owed to the stupendous level of skill required to avoid form and symmetry in favor of pure chaos, but this signals
an alarm to the listener that the album is lacking in actual composition, since composing necessitates a reliance on
form and symmetry.
In their attempts to destroy symmetry and form, Coleman and Boulez both make an egregious error. To disregard
the past and, consequently, to destroy form and symmetry is not an act of liberation, but an act of destruction.
True art never destroys–it creates. Therefore, the fruit of Boulez’s musical “progressivism” and Coleman’s
“liberation” led to nothing more than the destruction of the past through the erasure of historical standards of
beauty. Music which has no standard of beauty cannot possibly be described as “beautiful” even if it has an
emotional impact on the listener, since the listener is not the divine source of artistry and, therefore, does not
determine its objectivity.
There are preferable ways of thinking about composition. Award-winning jazz composer, Maria Schneider,
describes the essence of a composition as its “DNA.” 3 This “DNA” normally consists of 3-7 notes. These notes
combine into a “shape” and that “shape” is the identity of music. After the introduction of the identity, the shape
itself can undergo various alterations, but it always retains its source. The emanation and alteration of the source
is the form of the music itself. In my own work, I have attempted to use analogies such as these to implement
Plato’s Theory of Forms in the compositional process.

The Use of Forms in “Miñiques”
Miñiques is a big band composition I wrote in the summer of 2021. The work attempts to blend elements of Latin
American styles and North American styles into a single, cohesive genre. This duality is an essential part of the
form, since “form” does not merely describe the compositional process but its whole essence–genre and overall
“flavor” included. The composition makes use of several important symmetries and thematic constants, many of
which are not immediately obvious.
Starting with thematic constants, Miñiques’s melody consists of four notes. The primary shape of the four-note
melody is shown below:

When we ignore rhythms, the fundamental “shell” of the shape is more easily identifiable:

From this shape, the rest of the piece is thoroughly constructed. This is the composition’s DNA. Miñiques’s
inherently dualistic nature is also noticeable in this context. The bassline of the piece is constructed as a counterline to the melody. The form it takes at the beginning of the piece is as follows:

Later in the piece, the bassline develops into a fully realized form, as follows:

With rhythms removed for simplicity:

The dual nature of the bassline and the melody mirrors the one-to-one relationship between Latin American and
North American influences. On the one hand, the harmonies of the composition steal from various artists of the
post-bop Jazz era. The active harmonic sequencing accompanied by a rhythmic bass movement is reminiscent of
the styles of Chick Corea, Maurice White, and Robin Eubanks. However, the same can be said of basslines in the
Latin American tradition. Mambo styles are heavily reliant on the “tumbao” bass movement serving as the
musical heartbeat for improvisers. Once taken note of, these similarities are inescapable and reaffirm the dual
nature of “Miñiques.”
Compositional duality in the piece continues to expand during the “metamorphosis” of the final section. Here, a
change in tempo prepares the listener for an inevitable transformation in style, all while maintaining the same
exact rhythm in the bassline. The upbeat mambo feel the listener has grown accustomed to develops into a hip-hop
groove and the drums accommodate by switching the beat accordingly. Though the “feel” of the composition has
changed, the essence is still the same. To understand the similarities, the bassline and accompanying piano chords
are shown below:

Now, compare the above bassline to the earlier iteration:

The DNA of the piece is present throughout, as it should be. The fundamental form of the composition has not
vanished–it merely took on a clever disguise to recapture the listener’s attention.

“Miñiques,” Musical Forms, and the Meaning of It All
The goal of the traditional artist should never be to willingly limit artistry in a way that is arbitrary. Rather, artists
who understand Platonic theories of beauty desire to expose others to the inherent freedom that comes with
preserving syntax and respecting tradition. This rule inevitably applies to the field of music composition.
Through “Miñiques,” I have attempted to show just how important “form” is in the compositional process. Music is
the manipulation of sound into form. Oftentimes, these forms are quite simple–they are mere DNA in the grand
scheme of the creative process. The form of “Miñiques” is actualized through its dual nature. The duality between
styles of differing ethnic origin (North and Latin American) and the contrast between the melody and the bassline
exemplify this hypostatic nature to a significant degree. In fact, there is never a moment in the composition where
the DNA is absent. In some manner, whether it be through rhythm, melody, or style, the basic form of the piece is
constantly present and reminding the listener of its identity. One can expect no less when using Plato’s Theory of
Forms as a guideline in the compositional process. Form MUST be preserved at all costs.
In his numerous works spanning many translations, Plato constantly interchanges the terms “Good,” “God,” and
“the Divine” with each other because they are ultimately the same thing. The Theory of Forms teaches artists the
benefits of acknowledging a primal Good outside of our own individual perception by allowing us to participate in
something more divine than ourselves. From symmetry and form, the composer uses their newfound freedom in
divinity to direct the piece toward an unforeseen destination. The final product is a fully realized manifestation of
an ideal form, which the composer owes to the Divine Craftsman. This certainly reflects my creative process while
writing “Miñiques.”
In Plato’s Symposium, the words of Diotima regarding the nature of love eloquently capture the true purpose of
music composition. Diotima asserts that every human being is “pregnant” with the desire to create.4 Through our
creations survive our soul’s very essence, and our creations themselves continuously point toward the highest
beauty there is–the ultimate love: the creative love of The Good itself.

Bibliography:
1) Horan, David, Plato’s Phaedo, pg. 21, 2021.
2) Peyser, Joan, Interview archive at: https://www.nytimes.com/1971/06/20/archives/boulez-bringing-em-back-tolife-about-pierre-boulez.html
3) Aside from my personal interactions with Maria Schneider, evidence of her analogies on music composition and
“DNA” can be found on online publications such as this: https://www.allaboutjazz.com/maria-schneider-on-worldsdiverged-maria-schneider
4) Jowett, Benjamin, Plato’s Symposium, pg.26-36, 2008.

Las Meninas Painted Then and Now
Robert Stanley
“Comparisons are odious.” Not so. The aphorism is quite overextended, perhaps as a defensive shield by
persons and philosophies that would suffer from the good that comparisons can bring. In fact, comparisons
are often necessary to improve technique, provide clarity, and illuminate competing philosophies.
Occasionally, I create an artistic dialog with a past or present work of art. Usually it focuses on the content
1
rather than technique. The content of a good work carries cultural implications of the period in which it
was created. One of my dialog works, with Velazquez’ Las Meninas (1656), reveals a current
understanding of reality, compared to worldviews of the past.
Las Meninas was painted in the mid 17th century, as Western Culture was very vigorous in an age of
exploration founded on humanist traditions invigorated by the preceding Renaissance. For all that, the
painting’s composition reveals a very definite perspective. A definite point of view was the ground of the
values of the time of Reformation and Counter-Reformation, where allegiance to groups and traditions
2
were expected.

Comparing Velazquez’ Las Meninas to my Las Meninas, reveals the differences in the two cultures from
which they arose. The main difference is contemporary fluidity My setting is not an ordered, bounded
perspective, but rather, it is a flow. The 17th century individual was constrained by a very definite point of
view, as echoed by the strict perspective in the Velazquez. The views of mid-17th century society were also
fixed. Class and gender roles were hard and fast. The Scientific Revolution had not yet taken hold. Today,
nearly everything is in flux, from gender roles to a full scientific definition of the very matter of which we
are made. Thus in my work, flow dominates all. It is not “background” in the usual sense, but is the basis of
the work--the very ground of its being.
In Velazquez’ work the person in the doorway is fixed in a specific time and place. In my work, this is not
the case. There he is rendered as a swimmer in the flow, more representative of people today, caught up in
the currents of change and uncertainty.
The walls of the room in Velazquez’ work have rows of paintings, which reveal the importance of tradition
in art in this era. My painting sees the traditions as much more dynamic, in the form of Jasper Johns’
Untitled1992 tumbling in the general current. A vast problem in our era is the role of tradition. Some see the
entire bundle of our traditions, including mores and morals, as “patriarchal,” or systems of oppression. This
attempt at complete rejection makes all that we’ve learned from previous societies obsolete. Rather than
slavish total acceptance or empty complete rejection, our traditions need to be reflected on, their essence
distilled and where in harmony with human nature, wisdom, and advancement, used.
Tangentially, there is also an element of “abstract” (as in music) enjoyment in my painting. Just as music
does not need to have words to be enjoyed, so visual art does not need to have recognizable objects to be
enjoyed. For example, many enjoy the religious art of other cultures, not out of belief in the object’s
representation, but out of appreciation of its beauty. (However, it seems not all people have this trait. Viktor
Lowenfeld identified those who do have it as “haptic .”)3
In this work, elements that can be enjoyed for themselves, devoid of “meaning,” include: the colors
themselves, contrasting but subtly so; the soft blending; the unity and variety of the flows, one softly painted,
the other sharply incised; the range of lights and darks; a brightness and openness overall; and the wellbalanced but asymmetrical visual objects.
In painting Las Meninas, I got a surprise--a gift. The first stroke was wetter than I had meant it. When the
brush hit the canvas, a different “voice” spoke. The paint was thin enough to blend under the brush, leaving
some ochre, white, and red in the gray. Suddenly, the dynamic, churning, impasto I’d intended gave way to a
faster, more subtle flow. This just seemed right, in physical feeling and in the idea of exploring how the river
of time flows for all of us. As layer after layer built up, keeping alive the matrix of gray and adding in other
hues on the brush, I would occasionally sgraffito back in with the brush handle tip—creating another flow
with an additional sense of unknowable-ness. These flows have overtones of Philosophy, which realizes that
ultimate reality underlies all phenomena, yet cannot be known. The quiet energy and pleasure of this was
one of the joys of the work, along with creating a harmony between the flowing ground and the temporal

incidents of painter, swimmer, and universe. I painted the artist as exposed, alone, no hint of the stable social
structure of Velazquez’ time. I made him more confrontational, almost a bullfighter, trying to pierce the flow
of our era and convey something of essential truth.
All this begs the question, “So what?” More specifically, will such a work as mine be well-received in an age
apparently unfriendly to the traditions of Truth (Content) and Beauty (Form)? These principles are generally
tossed aside in contemporary Art to serve to the artist’s subjectivity and/or political ideology.4
The categories of “art world” and “people” should not be as separate as they are today. Under today’s
establishment, work of “merely” visual quality (Truth and Beauty) does not get past the art establishment to be
seen by ordinary folk. The art world’s emphasis on using wealth, entertainment, and status to determine worth
instead of visual quality alienates too many people.
To declare visual standards as unimportant gives great and undue status to those who subjectively determine
what is important. Thus is created a high priesthood, speaking in jargon, which the rich buy into because of an
arbitrary market while the rest cannot fathom. 5
The two-thousand-year tradition of appreciating the True, the Good, and the Beautiful, is now considered out
of touch by the general populace. But social commentary, installations, wealth, being in the know—all other
considerations should revolve around the merit of the content and form (a concept that encapsulates all visible
features of an artwork, such as color, line, shape and contrast): the Truth and Beauty of the work itself.
However, the fashionableness of being snide about Truth and Beauty, playing it safe with irony, and using only
wealth and status as benchmarks is reversible. A real democracy of art would have a language of consistent
principles that all could use to discuss and debate what is beautiful and what is not.
The long-established art verities of Truth and Beauty would allow contemporary art to function again as
something important to the well-being of the individual and the commonweal. Aristotle once claimed, “Poetry,
therefore, is a more philosophical and a higher thing than history: for poetry tends to express the universal,
history the particular.”6 While Aristotle was writing of poetry and drama, his principles can apply to Fine Art,
too. Aristotle's connecting goodness, beauty, and truth is still applicable in our postmodern society, if not even
more so.6
Kandinsky pointed out, in Concerning the Spiritual in Art, that artists are people who have the time and
inclination to discover new things, which then gradually filter into the general population. He noted, “The life
of the spirit may be fairly represented in diagram as a large acute-angled triangle divided horizontally into
unequal parts with the narrowest segment uppermost. The lower the segment the greater it is in breadth, depth,
and area." The whole triangle is moving slowly, almost invisibly forwards and upwards. Where the apex was
today the second segment is tomorrow; what today can be understood only by the apex, forms tomorrow the
true thought and feelings of the second segment. “...In every segment of the triangle are artists. Each one of
them who can see beyond the limits of his segment is a prophet to those about him, and helps the advance...”
To overcome being relegated to the last page of entertainment sections, art should engage the viewer in deep
looking, personally, communally, and aesthetically, hoping for a synthesis that brings together the various
forces we encounter, so that a better world, for self and others, is created.

7

The accumulation of opinion and social capital on the
top determines the artistic consumption of the public.

Crafting a harmony of idea and form, self and world, now and time, chaos and order was a great pleasure for
me as an artist. It certainly is true that making a painting is a way of discovering more about the world--a
downright joy in its struggle. In my painting, contrasted with Velazquez’, the contemporary fluidity is a clear
difference. The setting is not ordered but is rather flowing. The existential contemporary flow and the near
infinite flow of the Cosmos can be diligently observed. Velazquez’ Las Meninas is a painting about deep
representation of the moment, and so is mine. All the things in my piece are "handmaidens" ("meninas") for
those of us who live today.
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Houses Divided

Musicals Reflecting Schisms in American History—and an Art Form
Donald Sanborn III
“A house divided against itself cannot stand.” Based on Matthew 12:25, and used in a speech delivered three years
before the start of the Civil War, Lincoln’s use of the phrase reminds us that from the beginning of its history,
schisms have been built into the fabric of the United States. The world of musical theater reminds us of this
omnipresent tension. In fact, there are four musicals that most would agree stand out in their ability to grasp the
moral and sociological realities of schism between “pop” and theater music. They are as follows:
-Hamilton (2015). This well-renowned biographical character study offers us an opportunity to remember three
earlier musicals, all of which consider aspects of those schisms. In doing so, they reflect divisions in the genre of
musical theater—in other words, the phrase “a house divided” also can refer to a Broadway “house.”
-1776 (1969). This show depicts the difficulties the founders faced in agreeing on the very act of signing the
Declaration of Independence. The Civil War, later reconceived as For the Glory, examines the war’s effect on the
lives of everyday people, as well as those whose decisions affected its development and outcome.
-Assassins (1991) Stephen Sondheim’s hit musical attempts to understand the mindset and motivation of those who
have attempted to take matters, and power, into their own hands by killing U.S. presidents. The show depicts its
characters as outcasts who do not feel as though they fit in American society—or that America fits their values and
worldviews.
-The Civil War (1999). This musical by Frank Wildhorn premiered only eight years after Assassins (1991), though
its Broadway iteration didn’t open until 2004. For the purpose of this consideration, however, the shows will be
discussed in the order of the historical events they depict. There are two reasons for this. First, the tensions that are
explored in 1776 erupted in the Civil War. After a surreal opening number, Assassins naturally starts its narrative
just after the Civil War (with Booth assassinating Lincoln). Second, each of these shows is noteworthy for their use
of music, and the type of musical theater they represent.
Although it opened in 1969, sandwiched between Hair and Jesus Christ Superstar, 1776 is written in the format
established by Rodgers & Hammerstein, and the score’s determination to evoke a flavor of the 18th century1
eschews the pop rock influence that permeates many other shows with similar settings. The Civil War, by contrast,
reaches beyond the “Broadway sound” by constructing its score around old country songs. Additionally, the show
—whose first iteration was a concept album rather than a theatrical production—is written as a collection of
vignettes, rather than a dramatic arc, further solidifying its uniqueness when compared to the others. Assassins
would seem to be a somewhat tenuous bridge between these two extremes. As a pupil of Oscar Hammerstein,
composer and lyricist Stephen Sondheim upholds his teacher’s opinion that a song’s purpose is to serve the
overarching narrative unfolding on stage.2 Despite the need to meet this challenge, the score for Assassins employs
a variety of musical styles—1970’s pop included—to establish the time period of each would-be presidential
assassin. In similar fashion to The Civil War, Assassins is an episodic collection of vignettes, albeit united by

common themes.

"Let's Open the Ball"
1776 opened on Broadway in 1969, won the Tony Award for Best Musical, and ran for almost three years. (The
first Broadway house it played was the theater that became the Richard Rodgers, which currently is home to
Hamilton.) It was revived on Broadway in 1997. The show has music and lyrics by Sherman Edwards, and a
book by Peter Stone.
The musical depicts the signing of the Declaration of Independence, and the delicate, often adversarial
discussions and negotiations required to make it happen.3 In the opening number, John Adams is frustrated in
his attempts to persuade other members of the Second Continental Congress who are unwilling to even debate
his views on the matter of independence. His exasperated colleagues abruptly admonish him, “Sit Down, John.”
Adams, in turn, expresses frustration at the inaction of Congress, which he complains does nothing except
“Piddle, Twiddle, and Resolve.” Later, after extensive debates, the Declaration is finally drafted. Hancock
requests additional proposals for alterations, and many candidates are quick to suggest changes. South
Carolina’s Edward Rutledge objects to a clause condemning the slave trade, accusing the northern colonies of
hypocrisy as they prosper from the Triangle Trade (“Molasses to Rum.”) The delegates from Georgia and both
Carolinas join Rutledge in walking out. This breaks the resolve of the other delegates, who also leave. Alone,
Adams desperately wonders, “Is Anybody There?” Of course, the Declaration is eventually signed—though with
the anti-slavery clause omitted. As the Liberty Bell rings, each delegate is called to add his signature. The
delegates freeze in position for a final tableau.
Prior to writing the score for the show, Edwards had been a Brill Building pop songwriter whose clients included
legendary King of Rock, Elvis Presley. However, Edwards does not evoke pop music of the period, instead
drawing on devices used in more traditional musical theater of the time. Musically, the score for 1776 is closer
in style to that of Fiorello! (1959) than the rock-influenced music of Hair, which opened the previous year.
Edwards’ score is characterized by a preponderance of choral waltzes, a choice reflected by lines in the song
“Cool, Cool, Considerate Men” which liken politics to dancing. Hancock sings that, despite his differences with
Adams, he prefers to dance Adams’ “new gavotte” rather than the “minuet” of the more conservative members
of the Continental Congress.
The Civil War, too, has a lyric line that juxtaposes the idea of dancing against the adversarial nature of politics.
In one of the earliest numbers, “By the Sword/Sons of Dixie,” the battle-eager Union soldiers confidently sing,
“Let’s open the ball.” Unintentionally developing Rutlege’s argument, a Confederate soldier sings that he “will
let no damn Yankee tell me how I’m gonna' live” later in that same number. The show’s composer, Frank
Wildhorn, explicitly has cited West Side Story as one of his favorite musicals, and the scene inescapably recalls
the musical banter that prefaces the rumble between the Sharks and the Jets.
1776 depicted the conflict over slavery that was temporarily set aside by the Founders; The Civil War picks up
where 1776 leaves off, exploring the eruption of that conflict. The show has music by Wildhorn and lyrics by

Jack Murphy. As with Wildhorn’s previous musicals Jekyll & Hyde and The Scarlet Pimpernel, the first iteration
was a concept album--or rather, a duo of concept albums. The Nashville Sessions is an anthology of the songs
that are most influenced by pop and country idioms; The Complete Work presented the entire score, interspersed
with authentic excerpts of letters, speeches, and Maya Angelou reading her poem “Still I Rise.” With a book by
Gregory Boyd, The Civil War opened on Broadway in 1999, following a premiere at Alley Theatre, Houston.
Despite two Tony nominations, the run was short-lived, lasting a bit under two months. However, in 2006 a
revised version, titled For the Glory, was presented at Gettysburg.4
Like Edwards, Wildhorn has a formative background in the pop music industry, having penned hits for
performers such as Whitney Houston and Kenny Rogers. Unlike Edwards, who largely had separated the pop
element out of his theatrical writing, Wildhorn had every intention of making the score for The Civil War
evocative of music that audiences would hear on the radio.5 This results in a score that is steeped in country
music—mixed with pop, blues, gospel, and traditional musical theater. Although composers such as Andrew
Lloyd Webber had been mixing contemporary pop idioms with musical theater for nearly thirty years at the time,
this aesthetic scarcely endeared Wildhorn to critics, who scorned—and seemed thrown for a loop by—this
approach.
In a typical review, Joe Leydon in Variety described the vignette approach as a “revue-style presentation of a
song cycle” that “impose[s] precious little narrative structure.”6 Writing for the same publication, Charles
Isherwood decried what he saw as the score’s “Inherent inauthenticity,” asserting that the “songs never convey a
palpable sense of this turbulent time.”7 Writing about reactions such as this, Chicago Tribune music critic
Howard Reich—a rare defender of the show, who described the score as a “feast of imploring melody”—wrote
an article titled “Pop Music Vs. Broadway: An Uncivil War.”8
The point about musical authenticity is not without merit, but that standard is rather inconsistently imposed. (Not
unjustly, Variety’s Marian Stasio described Miranda’s hip-hop-infused score of Hamilton as “revolutionary.”9)
Since the advent of opera and musical theater, composers such as Monteverdi, Puccini, Britten, and Rodgers all
have written scores infused with musical language from their time to portray the past. Whether or not Wildhorn is
in their league as a composer is irrelevant to the matter of being entitled to the same artistic license.
Perhaps The Civil War is best suited to the format of a concert or concept album, which afford more narrative
latitude than a Broadway musical. But if the show’s grasp falls a bit short, that is partly due to its determination
to examine the magnitude of its subject. “The Peculiar Institution” is a brutal look at a slave auction. Songs such
as “Sarah,” “The Honor of Your Name,” and “Northbound Train,” provide a glimpse into the lives of everyday
people—soldiers and loved ones—separated by the war. “I Never Knew His Name,” heard on the concept album,
follows a nurse’s reflection on the experiences that will never be had by a soldier whom she cannot help to save.
Whereas Wildhorn intends to close, or at least blur, the schism between pop and theater music, Sondheim—
despite having written “Send in the Clowns,” which became an iconic pop standard10—found that schism
artistically liberating, at least temporarily. Sondheim remarked to composer Steve Reich and WNYC’s John
Schaefer, “Forty years ago, the theater stopped supplying hits, and so we were all freed by that, once the pop
revolution came in (it was the 1950s when they took hold)…it was a joy.”11

"Everybody's Got The Right"--and Their Own Musical Idiom
Nevertheless, Sondheim evoked the pop style of the 1970s—along with various other styles—in Assassins. With a
book by John Weidman, based on a concept by Charles Gilbert Jr. the show uses the framing device of an
imaginary carnival to postulate a meeting of every (successful or failed) killer of a U.S. president. The assassins
are joined by two fictional characters: an eerily charming carnival barker who tempts the assassins to solve their
problems by killing presidents at an imaginary shooting gallery; and a balladeer who, not unlike Che in Evita,
narrates the story, giving background on the characters—as well as questioning and critiquing their actions.
The difference between the two fictional characters is underlined by their contrasting attitudes toward John
Wilkes Booth. The carnival barker greets him with almost reverent admiration (“Hey, gang, look who’s here—
there’s our pioneer!”). The balladeer puzzles over Booth’s actions (wondering if the reason is “bad reviews”), then
excoriates him for a “legacy of butchery and treason.”
Assassins opened Off-Broadway in 1991. A song titled “Something Just Broke,” which gives bystanders a chance
to react to the successful assassinations (perhaps breaking the show’s world, but giving it a moral center) always
was intended to be part of the show, but due to time constraints it was not added until the 1992 production at
London’s Donmar Warehouse. Roundabout Theater Company’s Broadway production opened in 2004.
What makes Sondheim’s choice of the various musical idioms so effective is that their use is in service of
establishing each would-be presidential assassin’s era. “Unworthy of Your Love” is a duet in which John
Hinckley, Jr. (Reagan’s would-be assassin) sings about his infatuation with Jodie Foster; and Lynette “Squeaky”
Fromme sings about her obsession with Charles Manson. The song’s thesis is that both would do anything to earn
the “love” of the objects of their infatuation—even murder a president. To indicate the characters’ time period,
Sondheim imitates a 1970s pop ballad that any fan of the Carpenters would recognize.
For the tune that opens and closes the show, “Everybody’s Got the Right,” Sondheim switches to a more
traditional Broadway sound—particularly the cheerful style embodied by Jerry Herman in Hello, Dolly! or Mame;
as well as the sprightly “Old Friends” from Sondheim’s own Merrily We Roll Along. Arguably a critique of
relentless and commercialized optimism, the song also makes clear that the title characters are fatally confusing
opportunity with entitlement; they fundamentally misunderstand, or warp, the word “right.”
Quite obviously, the politics of the United States seem to be getting
more and more polarized, though a case can be made that
polarization is part of America’s social DNA. To understand and
process the polarization it is crucial to examine the mindset and
actions of those who have helped cause or propel the national divide.
In many cases we can critique or condemn certain actions, but this
cannot be done until proper understanding is achieved. Works of art
serve as a guide to greater understanding.

Legendary composer and lyricist,
Stephen Sondheim (1930-2021)

At its best, musical theater is particularly well suited to this task, because it has the potential to be a platform on
which diverse and disparate musical idioms—and even ideologies—can meet. It is crucial that overdue
discussions about authenticity and appropriation are taking place. But it also is imperative that we take care not to
muzzle—rather than encourage and empower—artists who, with integrity and good faith, attempt to explore the
past and present world around them—even if some of the results are flawed. The more we appreciate works of art
that explore America’s history of division, the better our chances will be of obtaining a national unity.
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Swans, Art, and Pain

Creativity and Suffering Through the Lens of Swan Lake
Terez Rose
The closing scene of the ballet, Swan Lake, carries a real-life poignancy that can be hard to capture in 19thcentury story ballets. In the ghostly light of a full moon against a lake, lovers Siegfried and Odette clash with
evil sorcerer Von Rothbart in a fight to the death, as Tchaikovsky’s dramatic music builds to a climax. Every
time I attend a performance—now numbering in the double digits—I’m as spellbound, as emotionally gutted, as
if it were my first Swan Lake. The musical theme changes from minor key to major, an abrupt turnabout that lets
us know that goodness will prevail despite the odds, as Siegfried and Odette declare their eternal love.
Tchaikovsky’s music soars and swells, revealing triumph amid terrible pain. The scene is searing, unforgettable.
The entire ballet is. For someone like myself who reveres both ballet and classical music, Swan Lake represents
the pinnacle of great art.
The artfulness of Swan Lake and its continued success today derive from many components. The music, the
choreography, sublimely talented dancers and orchestral accompaniment, all play their part. The story’s themes
of loss and redemption and the struggle between good and evil continue to hold a universal appeal. How
interesting, then, to consider the ballet’s bumpy inception. Tchaikovsky went to his grave thinking the ballet and
his music had been, if not an unequivocal failure, certainly not the success he’d hoped. How painful his
disappointment must have been. But he was an artist, brimming with high emotion. For him, pain was part of the
job.
Maybe that’s why Tchaikovsky’s music has always deeply affected me. Imbued in it are pain and exhilaration,
and everything in between. The same could be said for Swan Lake. Which leads me to wonder: does all good art
require suffering?
More on this question later. First, let’s look closer at the original 1877 Swan Lake, which, for all its beauty and
appeal, was an awkward production to launch. Vladimir Begichev, director of the Moscow Imperial Theatre, had
commissioned Tchaikovsky to write the score. 1 It was Tchaikovsky’s first foray into ballet music, having
established himself as an acclaimed symphonist. He had to be cajoled, in truth, because writing for the ballet was
considered something for lesser composers, not ones of distinction. Tchaikovsky had a big, bold sound, rife with
emotion, but his score was not a hit with the dancers, who complained it was too operatic and too difficult to
follow. The kind of ballet music they preferred was rhythmically clear and gentle on the ears, containing simple
yet decorative melodies. Julius Reisinger, the Bolshoi’s ballet master and choreographer, disliked and fought
against Tchaikovsky’s score as well. A second-rate choreographer from Leipzig with few friends within the
Bolshoi, Reisinger was better known for his failures than his successes, and Swan Lake proved to be no
exception. The ballet’s premiere in February 1877 produced tepid praise (for Tchaikovsky’s music) at best,
scathing criticism (for Reisinger’s choreography) at worst. 2 The ballet’s dark finale was over-the-top pathos, as
former dancer-turned-historian Jennifer Homans chronicles in her book, Apollo’s Angels:
“At the end, a crashing storm and terrible flood signal doom, with great undulating [canvas] waves and ‘an

unimaginable din and uproar’ that resembled ‘the explosion of a powder magazine.’ In desperation the prince
tears off Odette’s crown, which is her only protection from the evil owl [the villain, who is her wicked
stepmother]. Consumed in guilt and grief, the erstwhile lovers are swept into the waters and drowned. There is no
redemptive apotheosis, as there later would be, but instead a vision of a cruel and indifferent fate: the lovers
perish and the moon shines through the clouds ‘and on the calm lake appears a band of white swans.’”3
The production, needless to say, was not a grand success.
Fast forward several years. The Bolshoi Theatre’s Swan Lake had been shelved and Tchaikovsky had found more
fertile terrain working with Ivan Vsevolozhsky, Director of Imperial Theaters in St. Petersburg. Along with ballet
master and choreographer Marius Petipa, the three produced The Sleeping Beauty, which premiered in 1890 at
the Mariinsky Theatre, and was hailed as a great success.4 This was followed closely by The Nutcracker, adding
Petipa’s second in command, Len Ivanov, to the equation. Talk of a Swan Lake revival arose between
Tchaikovsky, Vsevolozhsky and Petipa. It sounded promising, but before they could make it happen, in
November 1893, Tchaikovsky unexpectedly passed away. 5
This must have come as an incalculable loss to Vsevolozhsky, Petipa and Ivanov, on both a professional and
personal level. Ivanov, as a tribute, fashioned new Swan Lake choreography for the ballet’s lakeside final act. It
was performed in St. Petersburg in February 1894, produced by Vsevolozhsky in Tchaikovsky’s honor. This
spirit, along with the performance’s positive reception, surely provided the momentum for Vsevolozhsky, Petipa
and Ivanov to move forward in restaging the entire ballet. It was a gift to their departed friend, one that would
eventually become a gift to the ballet world.
Vsevolozhsky contacted Tchaikovsky’s younger brother, Modest, asking his help in rewriting the libretto.
Riccardo Drigo, the St. Petersburg Imperial Theater's chief conductor and composer, was asked to alter and
shorten Tchaikovsky’s score. Petipa, himself suffering from poor health and family difficulties, split the
choreography with Ivanov. 6 He took the court scenes and delegated the lakeside scenes to Ivanov. This worked
surprisingly well; it lent a greater texture--a sort of invisible tension, to what is a rather uncomplicated story.
This production of Swan Lake was a decisive success that grew
in popularity with the passing years. Indeed, few productions
and ballets hold such perennial appeal, the Petipa/Ivanov
choreography so exemplary, serving as the foundation for
countless stagings of Swan Lake.
The ballet’s main character, Odette, is another fascinating study
in beauty-meets-suffering. In the story, Von Rothbart, an evil
sorcerer, has cast a spell on the innocent Odette, forcing her to
live as swan by day, taking on human form by night. Only a
vow of true love can break the spell. Siegfried appears at the
lakeside, a prince set to celebrate his 21st birthday, restless and
troubled after being told by his mother he must choose a bride
at the next night’s ball. He’s deeply drawn to Odette’s beauty

Russian composer, Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (b. 1840)

and sensitivity, knowing that here stands the true-love experience his heart craves. Odette explains her
predicament and he promises to vow his eternal love. But the next night at the ball, Von Rothbart presents his
daughter Odile magically disguised as Odette. The calculating Odile dazzles the gullible Siegfried with her
dancing, her fire, prompting him to declare that this is the woman he chooses. An instant later, Von Rothbart
and Odile jeeringly reveal the deception, and Siegfried understands he has fatally betrayed Odette.
In Act III, a grieving, repentant Siegfried returns to the lake and tries to apologize to a grieving Odette, to no
avail. Darkness, in the form of Von Rothbart, has prevailed. But when Von Rothbart rejoins them, Siegfried
fights back. Odette then leaps to her death rather than remain a swan forever, and Siegfried, to prove his love
and devotion, follows suit. Which destroys Von Rothbart’s magic and he, too, dies.
There are different endings; sometimes only Siegfried dies. Other times the lovers live and Von Rothbart dies.
Yet no matter how it ends, what remains constant is Odette’s sorrow, which becomes something luminous and
beautiful. She is a haunted, haunting character, utterly unforgettable.
Let’s set story ballets aside and examine the real-life strife of being a ballet dancer. The average person has no
idea how much physical pain a smiling ballerina will endure, and the lead role of Odette/Odile in Swan Lake is
among the most challenging in the entire ballet repertoire. (In most productions, the dual roles are danced by the
same ballerina.) The ballet world labors to present a seamless, impeccable story, careful to hide elements like
pain, fatigue, torn costumes or technical mishaps from the audience. It’s interesting to consider how “artifice”
sounds like “art” and “sacrifice” meshed into a single word. From a ballet dancer’s point of view, sacrifice and
suffering for one’s art are a given, from an early age. Particularly for females, where the competition is fierce
and an aspiring young dancer must demonstrate absolute discipline, commitment, in addition to extraordinary
talent and a high tolerance for pain. And I haven’t even touched on the required footwear for females in classical
ballets: pointe shoes. Granted, they are beautiful to behold, made of pink or peach satin, and look spectacular
from the audience, as the dancer skims silently across the stage or strikes a pose in arabesque en pointe. But
against the dancer’s aching, blistered toes, they can feel like hard little coffins, instruments of pure torture.
Former professional ballet dancer Gavin Larsen speaks candidly in her memoir, Being a Ballerina, about the
unexpected physical pain that she encountered as a new member of her first professional dance company. Even
though she’d worn pointe shoes for years, as a hard-working, top-level student at the School of American Ballet,
fully aware of the pain and challenges in becoming a professional ballet dancer, she hadn’t seen it coming.
“If class every morning was a study in the social workings of a ballet company, the rest of the day was physical
boot camp. Up until this point, I’d never worn pointe shoes for more than three hours at a time, but now I was
called to rehearse for six hours a day—after the hour-and-a-half-long class. I had never known such foot pain. I
began to live by the clock, counting the minutes until another hour had passed and we were given our unionmandated five-minute break. I searched for ways to stand that might give my feet some degree of relief. I rocked
back and forth from leg to leg, giving each one a chance to be pressure-free while the other took all my weight
for a minute. The glory of sitting down—oh, it was pure nirvana. Even kneeling felt blissful. I would happily,
joyously, gratefully, spend five minutes on my knees if the choreography called for it. Anything, anything, to
get off my feet.”7

Tchaikovsky, too, suffered in ways that might surprise the average listener. Here, it’s emotional rather than
physical, as Harold C. Schonberg, in The Lives of the Great Composers, elaborates.
“Tchaikovsky had what many of [his fellow Russian composers] lacked—a sweet, inexhaustible, supersensuous fund of melody. It was this melody that was to make him famous, first in Russia, then internationally.
It was a peculiarly Russian kind of melody, plangent, introspective, often modal-sounding, touched with
neuroticism, as emotional as a scream from a window on a dark night. The music reflected the man. He was
nervous, hypochondriacal, unhappy—unhappy at home, unhappy away from home, nervous in the presence of
other people, terrified lest his homosexuality become open knowledge. He was largely successful at hiding his
emotions, his fears and neuroses, from most of the persons with whom he came into contact. But to a few close
friends and to his diary, he confided everything.” 8

A 1947 performance of Swan Lake. Photo by Jezioro Labedzie

An artist’s pain can range from the near-psychotic
genius suffering of, say, Vincent Van Gogh, to
the burning intensity of being a sensitive soul,
tapping into the world’s beauty and suffering and
consigning it to the page, the canvas. Then, too,
there is the gentler pain of giving one’s all,
pouring mind and spirit into the pursuit of a
vision that resides in the imagination, just out of
reach. Days, weeks, can be spent in its feverish
pursuit, trying ever harder to name it, claim it,
consign it to paper. At the end of each day, more
often than not, there

is the frustration of having come closer, but still aware that the Perfect Work of Art resides further out in the
stratosphere, right up there with all that is divine.
This, then, is the artist’s journey. This reaching for the divine. Reaching for God.
And now that I know this, I see it everywhere. Schumann’s music. Arvo Part’s “Fratres for Strings.”
Michelangelo’s sculptures. Countless works of art in literature and paintings. And when I experience good art,
prickles race up my back and down my arms, and I think to myself: they did it. The artist captured their
personal glimpse of Divinity and put it on the canvas (or the paper, or the clay, or into movement). And they
surely struggled and suffered to attain it.
Good art takes time. The evolution of Swan Lake is a perfect case in study. Yet on a smaller scale, this same
principle holds true. A seasoned artist knows not to rush, to give a piece enough space so it can speak. A sense
of destiny arises when the artist has allowed a creative piece to come alive in its own unique way. It’s as if the
artist’s creation is no longer their own. They’ve gotten out of the way and allowed the art itself to take the
driver’s seat. Call it an egolessness that arises in service to one’s art. Ironically, the suffering here is when the
artist tries too hard to inject his or her preconceived notions into the creation, only to fail. Suffering is what
comes right before we let go of what doesn’t work. It’s another way an artist must suffer in order to produce,
and be faithful to, great art.

But the reward is huge: the universality of the artful piece arises and becomes achingly relatable to countless
people.
Such is the spirituality of great art.
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